
Trigger request received from 
applicant

Officer contacts all Agencies 

Agencies are given 5 working days to respond, in 
chronology format so document can be used in the 

process

Officer then analyses responses and 
decides if threshold for trigger has 

been met

If Trigger not met, 
applicant is 

informed, along 
with details 
returned by 

agencies

If Trigger is met, pro forma sent to applicant asking them 
questions to better summarise the reasons for raising the 
trigger, what they are hoping to get out of the process and 
any other appropriate details.

Agencies informed that Trigger is valid and asked to 
nominate an officer for the review meeting

Elected Member (EM) allocated role to oversee the 
review process.  EM to speak directly to applicant once 
pro forma received to ensure they are clear about the 

applicants situation, what they are unhappy about, 
and what outcome they are seeking.

Review meeting held (online to speed up process) 
applicants pro forma used to ensure applicants 

concerned are addressed

Meeting decides if Trigger complaint is upheld or not.  Irrespective of 
outcome, action plan should be produced that explains matters in 

relation to applicants pro forma and concerns

Result of review meeting communicated to applicant, ideally by 
phone call from EM and then by letter or email.  Applicant has 

up to 20 working days to appeal, if unhappy

appeal request is received, another pro forma is 
sent to the applicant to ensure all parties are 

aware of what aspects they are appealing from 
the review meeting.

No 
Appeal 

The appeal meeting is chaired by the Chair of 
the PCB, all officers (and EM) from the initial 
review meeting should be in attendance to 

answer questions and provide any additional 
info or context as required

The applicant is given the opportunity, should they wish to address the 
panel, but they are not permitted to be party to the discussions between 

officers and the chair.  Applicant will be informed that they will be 
contacted regarding the appeal outcome

Applicant informed of the outcome of 
the appeal, along with any proposed 
action plan/outcome as appropriate

Case is entered onto M3 system, questionnaire sent 
to applicant regarding the process and responses 

noted and considered for potential improvements to 
the process if issues identified
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